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ABSTRACT

Purpose
Better identify, define and model complexity within the field of project management in order to manage better under conditions of complexity (and manage better complexity-induced risks).

Design / Methodology / Approach
A large literature review enlightens the lack of consensus on project complexity and thus provides a broad view and a critical analysis of the underlying concepts. A project complexity framework and definition are then proposed. After underlining the stakes of project complexity in accordance with these proposals, a project complexity model is then built notably thanks to systems analysis.
Findings
Proposal of standard project complexity framework and definition. Proposal of a synthesis of the relationships between the concepts of project uncertainty and project complexity. Proposal of a project complexity model (and validation thanks to industrial application).

Research limitations / implications
The literature review and project complexity framework tries to be exhaustive even though it is likely to be completed. The final version of the model is still to be computed and tested.

Practical implications
Avoid confusion when defining and managing a complex project, particularly between project team members (and as a consequence improve communication and information sharing). Better assess the propagation of a change within the project.

Originality / Value
The paper proposes an original framework and definition of project complexity. The complexity model permits the navigation from any element of the project to any other (when detail is needed) and is as a consequence original and complementary with traditional project management models and tools.

KEYWORDS
Project management, complexity, uncertainty, risk, modelling, systems analysis.
Introduction

A project is a temporary and unique endeavour undertaken to deliver a result. This result is always a change in the organization, whatever it is in its processes, performance, products or services. This transformation consists then in a gap between a start and a final state. Time and resources are consumed to produce results, which may be deliverables and/or performance improvement and/or resource improvement (skills, knowledge). Each project is unique because there is always at least one of the following parameters that changes: targets, resources and environment. As projects became more and more present into organizations, and as they had bigger and bigger amounts at stake, it became impossible to let them live without specific and rigorous methodology. As a consequence, project management was created as a formalized and structured methodology. It is usually admitted than modern project management appeared during World War II and was initially dedicated to big military and construction projects.

Project management has then grown up and spread around the world to become what it is today, that is to say a set of theories, principles, methodologies and practices, sometimes included in standard body of knowledge as PMI (PMI, 2004) and IPMA (IPMA, 2006 a). The current vision tends to rely upon the notions of planning and control to propose models and prescriptions as ways to increase the ability of humans to control complex worlds (Stacey, 2001), (Wood, 2002). It emphasises the role of project actors regarding the issues of time, cost and scope (Cicmil and al., 2006).

For all practical purposes, lots of studies have been done, based on statistical calculations or surveys. Their conclusion is that current methods have shown their limits, since they cannot face anymore the stakes of ever growing project complexity. Limits and lacks have indeed been detected in research as well as in industry about the project predictability, since usual parameters (time, cost and quality) are clearly not sufficient to describe properly the complete situation at a given time (Meijer, 2002), (Jaafari, 2003), (Williams, 1999).

This articles aims then at describing the concept of project complexity thanks to a large literature review in order to understand what the underlying notions behind this concept are. It notably focuses on project complexity factors and builds an innovative and exhaustive project complexity framework that could be a reference for any project which has to face the complexity stakes. Finally, this article aims at proposing a definition of project
complexity before having a look at the impacts of complexity on project management and studying how it can be modelled and analysed. It must be noted that the article discusses at several moments the links between the two concepts of complexity and uncertainty in order to make a clear distinction between them and therefore avoid confusion. Perspectives for future research work in this field are finally given.

Former research works on complexity and project complexity

Prerequisite for this section: the project system

According to systems analysis (Penalva, 1997), (Le Moigne, 1990), (Boulding, 1956), (Marle, 2002), (Vidal and al., 2007) a system is an object, which, in a given environment, aims at reaching some objectives (teleological aspect) by doing an activity (functional aspect) while its internal structure (ontological aspect) evolves through time (genetic aspect) without losing its own identity. Projects can thus be considered as systems. Indeed, a project exists within a specific environment and aims at reaching objectives given this context (teleological aspect). A project has to accomplish a network of activities using some methods and methodologies (functional aspect). A project has an internal structure composed of resources, deliverables, tools, workers, etc… (ontological aspect). Finally, a project evolves through time, via resource consumption, product delivery, members’ changes and gain of experience, without losing its own identity (genetic aspect). As a consequence, in the following of this article, we consider projects as systems and thus study the field of complex systems to deal with project complexity.

Complexity and project complexity

Complexity is everywhere and is continuously growing, with an increasing pace. Research works on the concept of complexity have been conducted for years and have produced some interesting results and notions. There are historically two main scientific approaches of complexity (Schlindwein and al., 2005). The one, usually known as the field of descriptive complexity, considers complexity as an intrinsic property of a system, a vision which incited researchers to try to quantify or measure complexity. An example of this vision is the work of Baccarini (Baccarini, 1996). He considers project complexity through the concepts of technological complexity and
organisational complexity. He regards them as the core components of project complexity which he tries to describe exhaustively. The other one, usually known as the field of perceived complexity, considers complexity as subjective, since the complexity of a system is improperly understood through the perception of an observer. Both approaches can apply to project complexity and project management complexity. For all practical purposes, a project manager deals with perceived complexity as he cannot understand and deal with the whole reality and complexity of the project. As a consequence, this article aims at creating a link between those two traditional visions of complexity. Knowing that one tries to cope with perceived complexity, this research aims at bridging the gap between perceived complexity and real complexity by defining, describing and modelling better real project complexity. This new frame of reference would enable anyone who shares this representation to perceive more properly the project reality.

The difficulty is that there is actually a lack of consensus on what project complexity really is. As Sinha and al. (Sinha and al., 2001) underline it, “there is no single concept of complexity that can adequately capture our intuitive notion of what the word ought to mean”. Complexity can be understood in different ways not only in different fields but has also different connotations within the same field (Morel and al., 1999). However, Edmonds (Edmonds, 1999) proposes an overview of the concept of complexity within different fields and finally tries to give a generic definition of what complexity is: “Complexity is that property of a model which makes it difficult to formulate its overall behaviour in a given language, even when given reasonably complete information about its atomic components and their inter-relations”. This definition, which is quite appropriate to encompass all the aspects of project complexity, emphasises that complexity is generally related to the way the project system is modelled. To some extent, the model is the first layer of the project perception, the second layer being the perception when understanding the project model.

According to Marle (Marle, 2002), who notably follows the concepts of Genelot (Genelot, 2001), it must be noted that complexity is the property of a system that causes on one hand the emergence of new properties that none of the elements of the system owns, and on the other hand the apparition of phenomena that could not be predicted thanks to the sole knowing, even complete, of the behaviour and interactions of the elements of the system. Complexity can thus have both a negative aspect (in terms of difficulty to be understood or controlled) and a positive influence on the project system (thanks to the emergence of opportunities).
As a whole, whatever the vision of complexity one has, the project system can be considered as a complex system. However, some work is to be done to clarify the notion of project complexity in order to cope with it more efficiently. Due to the lack of consensus between the different visions and definitions of complexity, even though the manipulated concepts are sometimes very near, many research works tried to define and identify some key factors and drivers of project complexity, but there is no standardized and commonly-agreed list of project complexity drivers in the literature either. The next section aims at addressing the notion of project complexity in terms of its characteristics and factors in order to build a project complexity framework that could be a reference for any project.

Project complexity factors and characteristics

After a literature review on project management and project complexity (Baccarini, 1996), (Sinha and al., 2001), (Marle, 2002), (AFNOR), (IPMA, 2006 b), (Laurikkala and al.,, 2001), (Aissa, 2004) etc., we do argue that project complexity can be characterized through some factors that can be classified into four families (see Figure 1). All are necessary but non-sufficient conditions for project complexity. The first family encompasses project size factors. The second one gathers factors of project variety. The third one gathers those that are relative to the interdependencies and interrelations within the project system. Finally, the fourth one deals with project complexity context-dependence. In this section, we give a few words about them and then build a new project complexity framework according to this classification.

Figure 1. Drivers of project complexity
The size of the project system

The size of the project system appears to be a necessary condition for project complexity. For instance, a recent paper states that the organisational system should be over a minimum critical size to be considered as a complex system (Corbett and al., 2002). As a consequence, the size of the project system is a project complexity factor and identifying the parameters that characterize the size of the project system gives a first list of drivers of project complexity when one focuses on what project size means.

The variety of the project system

The project system variety appears to drive project complexity too. As mentioned by Sherwood and Anderson (Sherwood and al., 2005), “diversity relates closely to the number of emergent properties” and is a necessary condition for project complexity. As underlined by Corbett and al. (Corbett and al., 2002), “the one thing that comes through loud and clear is that complexity is tied up with variety, be it in the world of biology, physics or manufacturing. Moreover, it has something to do with how all of this variety interacts”. This aspect of project complexity in terms of interactions and interdependencies within the project system exactly clings to the third family of project complexity factors which is described in the following paragraph.

Interdependencies within the project system

As underlined by several authors, interdependencies are likely to be the greatest drivers of project complexity. Rodrigues and al. (Rodrigues and al., 1996) explain that “experience suggests that the interrelationships between the project’s components are more complex than is suggested by the traditional work breakdown structure of project network”, suggesting that traditional project management tools cannot be sufficient to catch the reality of interdependence. This seems all the more problematic since “there is a complete interdependence between the components of the complexity: each element will depend and influence on the others” (Calinescu and al., 1998).
Chu and al. (Chu and al., 2003) underline that contextuality is an essential feature of complexity, considering it as a common denominator of any complex system. Project complexity context-dependence is also underlined by Koivu and al. (Koivu and al., 2004) who notably insist on the fact that “the context and practices that apply to one project are not directly transferable to other projects with different institutional and cultural configurations, which have to be taken into account in the processes of project management and leadership”. As a consequence, project complexity cannot be neither analysed nor managed without considering the implications of the project context on it.

Conclusion: building a project complexity framework.

The broad literature review we carried out enabled us to build a project complexity framework that aims at being a reference for any project manager to identify and characterize some aspects of its project complexity, so that he can understand more efficiently the stakes of its project complexity management. Even though we had the ambition to be exhaustive, some others project complexity factors might be added to this framework. In addition to the classification of these factors according to the four families we identified, we use Baccarini’s well-established dichotomy considering that project complexity is composed of technological complexity and organisational complexity.

Hereinafter, on Table I, the completed project complexity framework we have built thanks to this review is exposed. Even though the factors belonging to the family of interdependencies within the project system are hardly more numerous that the others, this class appears to be the most important for project complexity and day-to-day project management (Marle, 2002). Interactions management is likely to be both one of the causes of greatest value creation during the project and one of the riskiest parts of the project. Finally, it has to be noticed that approximately 70% of the identified complexity factors are related to organizational aspect, not technical.
Table I. Project complexity framework: classification of project complexity factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project System Size</th>
<th>Project System Variety</th>
<th>Interdependencies within the project system</th>
<th>Elements of context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisational complexity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Duration of the project</td>
<td>• Diversity of staff (experience, social span …)</td>
<td>• Availability of people, material and of any resources due to sharing</td>
<td>• Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Largeness of capital investment</td>
<td>• Geographic location of the stakeholders (and their mutual dissatisfaction)</td>
<td>• Combined transportation</td>
<td>• Cultural configuration and variety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of activities</td>
<td>• Variety of financial resources</td>
<td>• Dependencies with the environment</td>
<td>• Environment complexity (networked environment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of companies / projects sharing their resources</td>
<td>• Variety of hierarchical levels within the organisation</td>
<td>• Dynamic and evolving team structure</td>
<td>• Institutional configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of decisions to be made</td>
<td>• Variety of information systems to be combined</td>
<td>• Interconnectivity and feedback loops in the task and project networks</td>
<td>• Local laws and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of deliverables</td>
<td>• Variety of organisational interdependencies</td>
<td>• Interdependence between actors</td>
<td>• New laws and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of departments involved</td>
<td>• Variety of organisational skills needed</td>
<td>• Interdependence between sites, departments and companies</td>
<td>• Organisational degree of innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of hierarchical levels</td>
<td>• Variety of project management methods and tools applied</td>
<td>• Interdependence of information systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of information systems</td>
<td>• Variety of the stakeholders’ status</td>
<td>• Interdependence of objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of investors</td>
<td>• Availability of people, material and of any resources due to sharing</td>
<td>• Level of interrelations between phases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of objectives</td>
<td>• Combined transportation</td>
<td>• Number of interfaces in the project organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of stakeholders</td>
<td>• Dependencies with the environment</td>
<td>• Processes interdependence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of structures / groups / teams to be coordinated</td>
<td>• Dynamic and evolving team structure</td>
<td>• Relations with permanent organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Staff quantity</td>
<td>• Interconnectivity and feedback loops in the task and project networks</td>
<td>• Stakeholders interrelations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Availability of people, material and of any resources due to sharing</td>
<td>• Team cooperation and communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technological complexity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number and quantity of resources</td>
<td>• Interdependence between the components of the product</td>
<td>• Competition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Largeness of scope (number of components, etc…)</td>
<td>• Resource and raw material interdependencies</td>
<td>• Cultural configuration and variety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Variety of the product components</td>
<td>• Demand of creativity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Variety of technological dependencies</td>
<td>• Environment complexity (networked environment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Variety of technological skills needed</td>
<td>• Institutional configuration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Variety of the technologies used during the project</td>
<td>• Local laws and regulations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• New laws and regulations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Scope for development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Significance on public agenda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Technological degree of innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proposing a definition of project complexity

This state of the art being made, this framework being elaborated and the concepts being discussed, we now propose a definition of project complexity. We state that “project complexity is the property of a project which makes it difficult to understand, foresee and keep under control its overall behaviour, even when given reasonably complete information about the project system. Its drivers are factors related to project size, project variety, project interdependence and project context.”

Every aspect of systemics is part of the overall behaviour of the project system, which means that, according to this definition, project complexity is the property which makes it difficult to understand, foresee and keep under control any of these aspects. The reader is to keep in mind this definition until the end of this article as the next section aims at exploring the stakes of project complexity.

The stakes of project complexity

Understanding the consequences of project complexity

This section aims at describing some of the consequences of project complexity in order to understand the stakes of project complexity management and to characterize how it can be helpful to assist global project management. The links between project complexity, project risks, project uncertainty and project performance are still unclear in the academic world as well as in the industrial one. For instance, Parsons-Hann and Liu state that “it is clear that requirements complexity contributes to project failure in organisations, what is not apparent is to what degree this statement holds true”. (Parsons-Hann and al., 2005)

Even if the relation between risks and complexity has to be clarified, complexity appears to be one of the main reasons of the unpredictability of projects, particularly in terms of problems and failures. As mentioned in the project complexity framework we have built, there is a high number and great diversity of objects to manage, with a high number and great diversity of parameters that characterize them. The amount and diversity of these
interactions are so huge that project objects rapidly become unmanageable thanks to the sole use of classical tools and methods of project management. Both the complexity of the evolving environment and the internal complexity of the project justify the need for a new approach that would assist the existing ones.

The global issue of project complexity management is then for a project manager to know how to seize the opportunities emerging from complexity and to know how to avoid or at least diminish the negative effects of complexity. That is why we now focus on the main consequences of project complexity.

**Uncertainty as a consequence of project complexity**

Uncertainty appears as one of the possibly negative consequences of project complexity. This paragraph illustrates how project complexity can be a source of uncertainty, thus making a distinction between these two concepts as some research works argued for it before (Pich and al., 2007), (Little, 2005). In order to follow this paragraph more easily, the reader should refer to the drawn synthesis on Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Project complexity as a source of project uncertainty**

![Figure 2. Project complexity as a source of project uncertainty](image_url)
Let a project manager analyse a project system at a given time T in order to plan his decisions and actions for the next period to reach a state at time T+1. The project system can be described by its real state at time T, a state the real complexity of which can also be considered at time T. When analysing and monitoring the project system at time T, the project manager first perceives the real state at time T, introducing a difference (and thus a source of uncertainty) between the real project state at time T and the perceived project state at time T ($\Delta_1(T)$).

This difference has two principal causes. On one hand, the project manager has its own culture and references, and thus, his perception of the project system alters reality. On the other hand, real project complexity implies that the project system cannot in essence be completely understood; by definition, there is always an irreducible residual source of uncertainty caused by complexity (mainly due to the high number and variety of elements and interactions that cannot be completely neither identified nor understood) when trying to identify the project system state. For the same reasons, there is a difference (and thus another source of uncertainty $\Delta_2(T)$) between perceived project complexity at time T and real project complexity at time T.

This question of perception is approached by Jaafari (Jaafari, 2003) and appears to be a crucial issue for project complexity. Jaafari insists on the fact that individuals, depending on their mental models and representations, perceive the outside reality in their own way. As a consequence, project complexity is dealt with through a filter, which is the individual perception of the project system and environment (based on one’s representations). In other terms, the difficulty is that the gaps $\Delta_1(T)$ and $\Delta_2(T)$ are different for any project team member as anyone has its own perception of reality. The leadership and adaptability of the project manager is thus crucial in order to try to share a common reference and perception of reality within the project team.

Let us now have an overall look at the global process of project management. The project manager analyses the state of the project at a given time T and considers the difference $\delta$ between this state at time T and the state he planned for the next period at time T+1. The project manager then makes decisions under the constraints of project context and perceived complexity and does the corresponding actions to influence the project evolution in order to reach the planned state at time T+1. This process is also altered by complexity-driven uncertainties. First, decisions can be directly altered by real project complexity. For instance, when transmitting some information about a decision, information can be altered because of cultural variety, staff diversity and staff
interdependences. As a consequence, when turning this decision into an action (at the end of the information transmission process), the real action can be different from the action the project manager wanted. Moreover, real complexity has an influence on the impact of the decisions made and the subsequent actions done: the project manager deals with perceived (and not real) project complexity when making its decisions and moreover, real project complexity entails the project manager’s inability to forecast efficiently both the impact of its decisions and the project evolution. As a whole, real project complexity is one of the causes of the difference between the planned state at time T+1 and the real state at time T+1, introducing another difference \( \Delta_3(T) \).

Finally, project complexity is also a source of uncertainty in terms of propagation. Indeed, let an uncertain parameter \( P \) be in the project system, meaning that the value of \( P \) is known under conditions of uncertainty \( P \pm \delta_P \) (confidence interval). \( P \) can be for instance the duration of a task, the cost of a deliverable, or any dimension of any object of the project system. Since the project system is complex, it includes interdependencies and interconnectivities between its elements (tasks, resources,…). As a consequence, the corresponding uncertainty \( \delta_P \) on a parameter \( P \) can spread through the entire system, as any element in relation with parameter \( P \) faces uncertainty and transmits to all its neighbours in the same manner.

Uncertainty thus propagates through the entire project system of the complex nature of the project in terms of interaction. Uncertainty propagation is all the more complex to manage since a project, as any complex system, has a high number of various elements and interactions, meaning for example that uncertainty on the duration of a task i can be transmitted in terms of uncertainty on the duration of a task j, which can be transmitted in terms of uncertainty on the cost of a deliverable \( D \), which can then be transmitted in terms of uncertainty on the quality of the global project outcome… In other terms, uncertainty propagation in the project system is even more complex since the project manager has to manage the change of the nature of uncertainty at each stage it is transmitted within the system.

Complexity-driven uncertainties are as a whole a major source of non-decidability and unpredictability for the project system, which is part of the core characteristic of our definition of project complexity (property of a project which confers the inability to understand, foresee and keep under control the project’s overall behaviour). As a consequence, complexity-driven uncertainties are a major source of risks for the project. That is why the next section gives a rough-shape introduction about the more general concept of complexity-induced risks.
First, we remind the reader that, because of the property of emergence, complexity can be a source of risks as well as a source of opportunities. The aspect of opportunity seizing is not dealt with in this article but the reader should keep in mind that complexity is not only a cause of problems. In other terms, no project manager should struggle for complexity reduction: the stake is to properly manage project complexity in order to avoid the negative aspects of it and seize at the same time the opportunities that it creates. For instance, when staffing the project, one should keep in mind aspects of complexity such as staff quantity (avoiding oversize,...) or staff diversity. Millhiser and Solow indeed explain for instance that an optimal level of interaction can be reached in order to make the best compromise between opportunity emergence and complexity induced risks (Millhiser and al., 2007).

The concept of complexity induced risks is to be studied. We argue that two main classes of complexity induced risks can occur during a project.

The first class of them gathers all the risks which are directly induced by project complexity. The project complexity framework we have defined is a first basis to identify them. Even though this article does not deal with the elaboration of a methodology that would be used to identify these risks, the general idea of it is to focus on the complexity aspects that have been underlined (corresponding procedures are still to be defined). By paying attention to the key aspects of complexity that can be risky (for instance, some interfaces within the project system), the identification of this first class of complexity induced risks will enable one to complete the risk lists which are usually done thanks to traditional risk analysis methodologies. In the end, one will be able to identify properly a class of risks that was often incompletely identified or even unidentified before.

The second class gathers all the risks which are indirectly induced by project complexity because of the propagation phenomena within the project complex system as mentioned in section 3. In other terms, once an exhaustive project risk list is made, there is still some work to be done to identify and assess the risk of a propagation of one of this identified risk within the project system (as well as the underlying risk of positive feedback and amplification through the system). As Heylighen and al. (Heylighen and al., 2006) underline it, “as technological and economic advances make production, transport and communication ever more efficient, we interact with ever more people, organizations, systems and objects”. In the case of project management, the main
consequence is that any change in any component in the project system may thus affect any other component of the project system in an unpredictable way because of change propagation. The two last points besides constitute the body of ongoing publications.

In order to illustrate this issue of complexity driven risks, we now consider an example, the case of an IT development project within the pharmaceutical industry. The main developer (who was temporarily engaged in the project) moved to Germany when development was finished, which broke both organisational (communication, knowledge,…) and technical (IT development tools,…) interfaces within the project. For instance, knowledge and competence loss because of this interface break is an example of complexity directly induced risk. Furthermore, later on, when trying to implement the software that had been developed, it entailed the recourse to an IT firm which had to step back on the software development without any expertise on the subject, which implied complementary work, which implied complementary costs and delays. This illustrates the phenomenon of complexity indirectly induced risks as software development and implementation were connected, etc…

For all practical purposes, the point is that the project complexity framework is not sufficient to identify efficiently complexity induced risks (especially to identify complexity indirectly induced risks) and to quantify them. Notably, there is a crucial need for efficient complexity modelling in order to identify and assess those risks throughout the model. For instance, as Austin and al. (Austin and al., 2002) mention it in the case of design projects, “to achieve anything more than a superficial understanding of the building design process, the complexities of the design activity have to be identified and represented in an appropriate manner”, that is to say thanks to an appropriate approach for modelling. That is why we tackle this issue in the following section.

Complexity modelling as an aid for project and risk management

Objectives of a project complexity model

As mentioned before, anyone deals with real complexity with the filter of perceived complexity. Our ambition is to elaborate a complexity model that can avoid confusion when dealing with project complexity (partially thanks
to the project complexity framework we have developed). This model is to encompass all the aspects of project complexity, that is to say project size, project variety, project interactions and elements of context. This model is notably to be used to take up the challenges of complexity and particularly to identify, assess, prevent and/or cure complexity induced risks (of the two classes we defined). Procedures of complexity induced risk management are thus to be elaborated when the final model is built. This section describes the requirements of such a model and describes the model that has been developed thanks to our research works.

Requirements of a good project complexity model

This paragraph aims at defining the requirements of a good project complexity models: a short synthesis of complex models requirements is to be found at the end of this paragraph in Table II. As underlined by Eppinger and al., “good representations make the important things explicit, expose natural constraints to facilitate computation, are complete, are concise, are transparent to its users and suppress detail when it is not required”. (Eppinger and al., 1992) Using this statement as a basis to elaborate an innovative project complexity model helps us to correctly define the scope of this model.

First, the model must make the important aspects of the project system explicit. When referring to the project complexity framework we have built, this means that the model is to explicit all the important elements of the system and their variety, all the important interactions within it and all the important context elements (completeness). On the contrary, everything that does not belong to one of these categories must not be mentioned in the model so that its users feel that the model is strictly related to project complexity (validity and transparency). It must be noted that, as we consider any project as a system, the model is to encompass the four poles of systems analysis.

Moreover, in order to be understood and used easily, the model must suppress unnecessary detail. Indeed, Laurikkala and al. (Laurikkala and al., 2001) argue that modelling at different levels enables one to reduce perceived complexity for all practical purposes since unnecessary guesswork can be considerably reduced. In other terms, a good complexity model should give the possibility for its users to focus more or less on some aspects of the system (suppression of unnecessary detail). The action of modelling is in essence a way to reduce perceived complexity in order to understand it better.
As a consequence, one should always be aware that there is likely to be an optimal level of complexity for the project models (such as decompositions) used to managed the project (Vidal and al., 2007). Indeed, when they are not complex enough, they are not enough close to reality to give good results even if used properly. On the contrary, when they are too complex, the human ability to deal with complexity is an impassable difficulty and those models cannot be used efficiently by project managers or project team members. For instance, in the case of decomposition, an empirical rule consists in saying that a human brain can analyse until seven children per object within a maximum range of three levels of decomposition. Keeping all these requirements in mind, we have developed an interactions model that enables one to understand, analyse and manage better every aspect of project complexity that is present in the framework we have built.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity theoretical requirements</th>
<th>User requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of the project system</td>
<td>Validity and reliability of the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of the project system</td>
<td>Intuitiveness and understandability of the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions and interdependencies within the system</td>
<td>Suppress unnecessary detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context and environment dependency of the project system</td>
<td>Completion and concision of the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainties and change propagation as consequences of complexity</td>
<td>Computability of the model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table II. Project complexity models requirements*

*Proposition of a complexity model: the ALOE model*

A first interactions model (named 3*7), notably built thanks to systemics, was elaborated on by Marle (Marle, 2002) and tested in partnership with PSA Peugeot-Citroën. The model gives the possibility for its users to describe the project system by introducing seven kinds of objects which are characterized by seven kinds of attributes (referring to the size of the project system and the variety of its elements). These elements can be interconnected thanks to the use of seven kinds of links (corresponding to the interdependence within the project system).
When there was sometimes some confusion and lack of agreement on the definition of all the elements that were involved in a project, the 3*7 model gives a general framework and a standardised structure that permits consensus and reality perception sharing within the project team. The model is compatible with other models and tools (WBS, Gantt charts,...) that are global models of a project focusing on one of its dimension (hierarchy, time,...). Its specificity is then to give a better vision at a local level of all the interactions that exist in the environment of any object. Indeed, the 3*7 model makes available all the information about the properties, attributes and interconnected elements of an element of the project system, whatever the nature of the element and the nature of the project are. As a consequence, thanks to this model, one can navigate from an element A of the project system to a neighbour B (connected element), the properties, attributes and internal environment of which are also described thanks to the model.

The 3*7 model proved to be helpful and the industrial added value on the projects was notably to visualise some formerly unformulated information thanks to the identification of the interactions between objects (and therefore of the interrelations between people). For all practical purposes, this permitted notably greater information sharing between project team members (and as a consequence less information loss or alteration). However, we thought that the model could be improved as it did not permit to describe and consider efficiently the project context. In particular, the model structure was not evolutionary enough to reflect the complex dynamics of the project system.

That is why recent research works have leaded us to the elaboration of a complexity model, named ALOE (Attributes, Links, Objects and Events). Some objects, links and attributes definitions have been refined but the greatest difference between the ALOE model and the 3*7 model is the introduction of a new category of elements (events), as shown on Table III. It must be noted that events can be either potential (in which case they are in essence risks) or on the contrary, they can have already occurred. Examples of events can be internal and external decisions, apparition of a new constraint,… Events can have a positive or a negative influence, not only on objects of the system by changing their attributes or by the creation/destruction of new/past objects, but also on links (and their corresponding operators). We finally leave the opportunity for the user to add new events in the system (that spontaneously appear as a consequence of emergence).
Table III. The ALOE framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Links</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Hierarchical Link</td>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Occurred event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Contribution Link</td>
<td>Deliverable</td>
<td>Potential event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Duration, Start Date)</td>
<td>Sequential Link</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advancement</td>
<td>Influence Link</td>
<td>Resource</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Exchange Link</td>
<td>Other project within the firm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocated resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ALOE model seems to meet all the requirements we listed to build a good project complexity model. It is complete, as it permits to describe any characteristic of project complexity. Size and variety are mainly described thanks to objects and attributes. Interdependence is mainly described thanks to links and evolving elements of context are for their part mainly described thanks to events and their impact on the evolution of the system. It also encompasses any aspect of systemics (teleological, ontological, functional, genetic). Unnecessary details can be easily suppressed since the user chooses what elements he decides to focus on in the model. Intuitiveness and understanding are finally facilitated thanks to the possibility to navigate from one object to all its neighbours in order to follow easily the propagation of a change caused by an event within the whole system, which cannot be done by the sole human abstraction and understanding of the system. Finally, even though the ALOE model is still to be computed and tested on different projects in order to validate its utilisation and reliability, the industrial tests and applications of the 3*7 model make us confident in the computability and pertinence of the ALOE model.

Research perspectives on the ALOE model

As mentioned hereinbefore, the ALOE model is still to be computed. Moreover, procedures are still to be defined to permit the practical use of the model in order to detect, prevent and/or cure complexity-induced risks (first class and second class). In order to define those procedures, we first aim at understanding better the two classes of complexity induced risks (that are too often neglected in project risk management with the traditional risk analysis and risk response techniques). We are notably presently working on the identification of complexity directly induced risks thanks to the conjoint use of our project complexity framework and of the ALOE model.
This link between project complexity and risks is to be made thanks to the concept of project vulnerability we are developing. In the end, we hope that the ALOE model will be an innovative tool to assist decision-making when managing complex projects.

Conclusion and final perspectives

After reviewing the literature on complexity and project complexity, this paper tried to give a better vision of the concept of project complexity, notably thanks to the elaboration of a project complexity standardised framework. This led us to the proposition of a definition of project complexity, the stakes of which were discussed. This whole clarification was helpful to model the project systems and its complexity aspects thanks to a refined interactions model named ALOE that can assist project complexity understanding and management.

Some work is still to be done. First, the ALOE model has to be computed and tested to be finally validated. Furthermore, research works on the formalisation of complexity induced risks are presently being carried out. This complexity-driven approach of project management seems to be a promising approach to assist project management in both academic and industrial environment. As a whole, this approach may lead to the elaboration of complexity-based criteria that could help project scenario selection in the case of project management or that could help project selection in the case of multi-project management.
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